
groopit.co

The only AI engine for solving 

problems in the enterprise 

https://groopit.co/


THE PROMISE

We believe that any problem 

is solvable  if you can get real-

time data from people to act with 

clarity, speed, and agility



HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW 

*

THE PROBLEM

“If I had an hour to solve a 
problem, I’d spend 55 minutes 
thinking about the problem and 

5 minutes thinking about 
solutions.” - A.Einstein

85% of c-suite executives

agree or strongly agree that their 

organizations are bad at problem 

diagnosis. This flaw carries 

significant cost as leaders have a 

penchant for action. Leaders 

today need accuracy and speed.



THE PROOF

Groopit is emerging as 

a strategic advantage, 

evidenced by NPS 100
Ex: Identified $72M business at risk in less 

than 30 days in one Fortune 100 account

ROI within 30 days of deployment

50+ customizable use cases or build one 

from scratch; no code required



WAZE FOR BUSINESS

Groopit is the only 

AI engine for 

problem solving
Problems of revenue, sales, 

operations, service, merchandising, 

customer satisfaction, employee 

experience and more. 



Choose one of 50+ customizable templates or 

create one from scratch. No code required



Groopit AI delivers with accuracy, transparency, 

and total business agility

AI-assisted 

extraction of key 

insights from 

employees and 

across systems 

DATA

AI discovered patterns 

and actionable insights 

generated with full 

source transparency

AI directed to 

utilize a high-quality, 

real-time data corpus
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Groopit uses industry leading practices to keep 

your data private and secure



Bring a rapid problem-solving capability to your company

Proactive problem identification. Groopit AI actively assists to spots problems, 

diagnose root causes, and quantify business impact, ensuring no critical problem is 

unnoticed or misunderstood.

Real-time employee intelligence. Groopit AI curates real-time data from employees 

and systems, ensuring decisions are based current ground truth and empowering 

decision-makers with clarity.

Agile and adaptive. Groopit AI adjusts instantaneously to surface actionable insights 

reliably, accurately, and transparently, so you can operate with maximum agility. 

Seamless tech stack & data integration. Groopit AI integrates seamlessly with existing 

systems, delivering ROI within 30 days and yielding real business value from AI, fast.



A dedicated customer 

success manager will get you 

up and running in one week

CUSTOMER SUCCESS

# 1 Install the applications

# 2 Configure Groopit

# 3 Train administrators



PRICING

Chose the level of 

investment that’s 
right for you
https://groopit.co/products/pricing/



groopit.cohello@groopit.co

Accelerate business results with 

Groopit. It’s the only AI problem-

solving engine that delivers with 

clarity, speed and agility.

https://groopit.co/
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